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La Gloria Cubana Serie N 

  

      This month I will be reviewing a new cigar that has arrived at our 

humidor, the La Gloria Cubana Serie N, which is the sister to the 
award winning Serie R. This cigar is not for the faint of heart, 

recommended for mostly the tenured cigar smokers. This beauty of a 

stick is filled with Nicaraguan tobaccos and wrapped up in their 
signature Ecuadoran Sumatra Wrapper. The first thing that you will 

notice besides the dark brown almost black wrapper is a tan "N" in 

the middle of the cigar. Let us see if the legend that they created with 
the Serie R continues. 

  

     Looking over the cigar, it boasts a rich oily black wrapper with 
some small vanes. The cigar has a spongy feel to it but I found no 

soft or hard spots so nice and evenly packed. The prelight aroma is 

that of is a very pungent earthy smell with a little peppery burn. 
Punching the end reveals a nice solid smooth draw. 

  

     Getting on with the light, the first five minutes revealed an 
interesting medium-bodied creamy smoke with a little pepper and 

sweetness on the end. To tell you the truth, I'm not quite what I was 

excepting from the prelight on this cigar. Getting to the end of the 
first third the cigar, it seems to pick up strength a bit and is starting 

to introduce flavor of anise and coffee as well. 

  
     The middle of the cigar is by far my favorite part. It picks up 

strength to a full flavored cigar with notes of coffee, anise, and 

pepper at the end. The draw and smoke is still perfect, creating a nice 
size plumb of smoke. The part about this cigar that I like the most is 

that the aftertaste is a butter pepper that lingers. Many other cigars 

like this tend to have a sort of acidic aftertaste, which this one does 
not. 

  
     The last third of the cigar stays about the same except when you 

get down to the nub. That is when you start to get some leather 



coming through with almost a subtle molasses flavor.  
  

     Overall, this is one of the better cigars that I have smoked from 

general cigar so far, very solid full flavor cigar, great burn, great 
construction and visually appealing cigar. This will definitely be in 

my cigar rotation.  

  
Wrapper: Cappa Oscura (Ecuadoran Sumatra) 

Filler: Nicaraguan 

Binder: Nicaraguan 
Country: Dominican Republic 

Size: 5 ¾ x 4 

  
Reviewed by Justin Aughenbaugh  

  
Just remember to stop in to the Westside Smoke Shop for all of your tobacco 

needs! If we do not carry a cigar you would like, just let us know and we will 

do our best to get it for you. For those of you that have not been in our tobacco 

shop, we carry all your tobacco needs including everything you need to roll 

your own cigarettes and a full walk-in humidor in the Waite Park and Baxter 

locations. We also now are carrying electronic cigarettes and supplies in our 

Waite Park and Baxter stores. So stop on by and we would be happy to 

answer any questions you may have. 

Westside Liquor 

45 Waite Ave N, Waite Park, MN 
(320) 253-9511 

Check out our website at  

www.westsideliquor.com  

 

Westside Liquor has locations in Waite Park, Baxter, St Cloud, Little Falls, Rice, Sartell 

 

  

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001S1bSoo6GlxEDIHfrd-Eiy3DFgLGsRLVCgnsLvPO9SCVZt9xKCWh_o3_t9F6xUDlfzNQ3QD_JhLNgcAB9aPCs9awNiCp1j-5B80hgCfIcC3kUdimK94NAKh79FNxzH7V2

